
Massive. Beautiful.
Efficient.

Glass Rail balustrade system has been 
developed to provide full safety in residential 
buildings with minimal visual disruption. 
This is a fully transparent glass balustrade 
system compatible with a range of terrace 
and staircase applications. At this balustrade 
system safety meets aesthetics, thanks to its 
design thought to allow full sight line aesthetics 
with zero visual interruptions, according to 
today’s architectural standards. All vertical 
components are totally removed to create a 
complete wall of glass effect. This allows for a 
total connection between two distinct spaces, 
transforming the building appearance.

Glass Rail
Glass balustrade.
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Features

- No vertical components

- Base level fixing only

- Clean lines to enhance light and space

- 16.76 / 17.52 / 20.76 / 21.52 mm glass thickness 

- Up to 1100 mm high

- Tested to BS-6180 

- Loads up to 0,74 kN

- 4 mounting options available Top U, Top F, Side U and Side Y

- Wide range of colours available



TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Features
The Glass Rail system connects the interior 
space with the exterior environment, providing 
a solution for the most demanding buildings. 
The glass allows visual connection without 
interruptions between indoor and outdoor 
spaces.

Design
The transparency of the glass in a railing 
provides high added value by allowing full 
visual connection with the outside. The Glass 
Rail system has a sleek and modern look that 
meets today’s architectural standards. 

Benefits
Glass Rail system has been rigorously tested 
according UK standards (BS-6180) to ensure 
maximum safety. It is the ideal balustrade to 
ensure safety in all kind of residential buildings.

Possibilities
This railing system has 4 options of aluminum 
profiles (top U, top F, side U and side Y) that 
allow its adaptation to different mounting 
options. Besides, it is available in a wide range 
of colours and finishes with the guarantee of 
Qualicoat certificate label.

Maximum height 1100 mm

Fixing options

Top U
Top F
Side U
Side Y

Loads (Approved to BS-6180) 0,74 kN

Glass thickness 16.76 / 17.52 / 20.76 / 21.52 mm


